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San Diego Museum of Man Explores Human Relationships with Animals in
New and Whimsical Exhibit, Living with Animals
San Diego, CA - Over 15,000 years ago humans began sharing their meals with wolves, forging the first
friendship between humans and animals, but where did we go from there? The San Diego Museum of
Man’s newest exhibit, Living with Animals, opening to the public on March 11, explores the complex and
dynamic relationships between humans and animals over time and across cultures.
"There’s opportunity and challenges in tackling a topic like animals, but we’ve created an exhibit that
feels fresh both in its whimsical, vibrant design and in its non-traditional approach to storytelling,” said
Exhibit Developer Sarah Crawford. “Living with Animals looks at the animals we encounter every day in
our lives and homes—our beloved pets, the pests crawling through our walls, and the side of bacon we
put on our plates—and asks how we decide which of these categories they belong in.”
When designing Living with Animals, the Museum focused on creating an immersive, exploratory
experience that encourages visitors to think about how they interact with animals, even beyond the
exhibit’s walls.
“Living with Animals allows visitors to explore specific types of interaction between people and animals.
I believe these interactions speak directly to the Museum’s vision of reflecting on our place in the
world,” said Director of Exhibits Erika Katayama. “One particular area of the exhibit invites the
community to reflect on the question, ‘How can I live better with animals?’ and I look forward to seeing
what our visitors have to say.”
Sprinkled throughout the exhibit will be animal-themed objects from the Museum’s vast collection.
These objects include Peruvian insect dance earrings that are made of real beetle shells and toucan
feathers, and a beautifully hand-painted ceramic feline whistle from AD 1500-1600.
In order to create this interactive new exhibit, the physical gallery space that houses Living with Animals
has been completely transformed. Where linear walls and traditional text panels once stood in a former
exhibit, there are now curved walls and pathways, tactical elements that encourage hands-on learning,
and immersive environments that give visitors freedom to explore at their own pace and discover

information in unexpected ways. The new design also incorporates architectural elements that had been
covered for almost two decades, including historic windows overlooking El Prado.
Living with Animals opens March 11, 2017 and visitors can experience this new and exciting exhibit
10:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. daily. More information: http://museumofman.org/animals.
###
The San Diego Museum of Man inspires human connections by exploring the human experience. Its
vision is to be San Diego’s dynamic place to go to learn from each other, reflect on our place in the
world, and build a better community. The Museum has been a staple in Balboa Park since it was
completed for the 1915 Panama-California Exposition and was designed by noted architect Bertram
Goodhue.

